Transparency and collaboration at the heart of new developments at Crossref
Crossref makes research outputs easy to find, cite, link, assess, and reuse.

We’re a not-for-profit membership organization that exists to make scholarly communications better.
What’s new?
Preprints, peer reviews and data citation

• 80,707 preprints registered with Crossref. Where possible, these link to the published version (and vice versa in some cases)

• 13,659 peer reviews, letting them be cited persistently and linked to the relevant content

• Working with DataCite to promote data citation to provide transparency and aid reuse of content
How to love (your) metadata
Participation Reports

- Launched in June 2018
- An open and free report - anyone can check
- Allows you to see all of the metadata coverage of any Crossref member
- Includes 10 metadata checks
- In beta
- New releases will have additional features
How good is your metadata?

Find a member

- hind
- Hindawi Limited
- Hind Agri Horticultural Society
- thinkBiotech, LLC
- Chinese Journal of Plant Ecology
- Thinkershub AB
- Chinese Studies Institute
- Chinese Birds (Press)
- Chinese Chemical Society

https://www.crossref.org/members/prep/
Find a member

Comprehensive metadata makes publications discoverable. Make sure your work can be found.

Learn more

Hindawi Limited

201,898
Total registered content items

Content type: Journal articles

Journal articles
Search by title

References
98%
View different content types (e.g. journal articles, book chapters)
Funder Registry IDs

Open references
100%
Select an individual journal when you are in the "journal articles" content type
Funding award numbers

ORCID IDs
84%
Move between current content (published in the last two years and year to date) and back file
Crossmark enabled
• References
• Open references
• ORCIDs
• Funder Registry Ids
• Funding award numbers
• Crossmark
• Text mining URLs
• License URLs
• Similarity Check URLs
• Abstracts
Helping members deposit richer metadata

- Metadata Manager launched in beta in July 2018
- Aims to:
  - Simplify and streamline the Content Registration service, with a user-friendly interface
  - Give members greater flexibility and control of metadata deposits
  - Supports users who are less familiar with XML
  - Helps boost metadata quality, and encourage cleaner and more complete metadata records

[https://www.crossref.org/blog/metadata-manager-members-represent/](https://www.crossref.org/blog/metadata-manager-members-represent/)
Metadata Health Check

- A more in depth look at your participation in Crossref
- Includes a walkthrough of your Participation Report & provides recommendations
- Phone call or in person meeting
- Get in touch: annat@crossref.org @atolwinska
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